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Abstract
This paper describes the vision of the Collective, a
compute utility which runs internet services as well
as the highly interactive applications we run on desktop computers today. As part of this vision, we wish
to shift the burden of administering the desktops from
users to professionals. To decrease the cost of administering systems, we ﬁnd inspiration in the reliability
and maintainability of network-connected computer
appliances. We argue for structuring our software as
a group of networked appliances, each appliance virtualized on a virtual machine monitor. We show how
to run virtual appliances in the Collective system and
examine some ways in which individuals and groups
may adopt virtual appliances.

1

Introduction

The progress of computer hardware has given us
abundant computation, storage, and communication
capacity. Our only limitation seems to be our ability
to use and manage this wealth. The challenge is to
develop software that makes compute resources into
a utility as easy to use as water, power, and the telephone.
Users expect the following from a compute utility:
1. Global, uniform access. Users should have access to their computing environment anywhere
in the world, as if they were in their own ofﬁces.
The computing environment should include not
just web services but all the applications people
run on their computers today.
2. Hassle-free computing. Users today spend too
much time administering their machines, that is,
if they know how. After all, many home computer users do not backup their systems or apply the latest security patches. In a utility, computer administration must disappear into the infrastructure, becoming invisible to users.
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3. An open system. To encourage competition in
delivering robust, easy-to-use software systems,
a utility must not require that applications be run
on a particular operating system or be written in
a speciﬁc programming language.
4. Security in a public infrastructure. A user would
like the computers in the utility to perform computations correctly on their behalf, to respect
their privacy, and to not corrupt their data. We
foresee that a combination of laws, such as those
against interfering with the mail, and technologies, like frequent backups, trusted computing,
intrusion detection, and auditing, will give users
enough conﬁdence to move their computation to
a utility. Trust is a matter of extent. Just like
with the credit card system, users will not expect
the utility to be completely trustworthy. A company may choose to operate on its sensitive data
only on the company’s internal compute utility.
Today’s computing environments are a far cry from
the compute utility described above. This paper
presents the high-level design of our Collective system architecture, an attempt to create this utility. As
a ﬁrst step, we look at ways to make computing environments more reliable and easier to manage. Inspired by computer appliances, which trade off generality for ease of use and reliability, we propose to
structure our computing environments as collections
of appliances. By virtualizing the appliances, multiple appliances can run on one piece of hardware,
making the model affordable for a far wider range of
software and users.
This paper describes how the ideas in the Collective can change our computing landscape. It makes
the following main points. First, we describe the vision of a future computing environment where compute services are regarded as a utility. Second, we
argue for splitting a computer’s software into multiple virtual appliances. Third, we brieﬂy describe the
functions of the Collective system software. Fourth,
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we discuss the socio-economic ramiﬁcations of this
proposed architecture. Although the Collective is
designed with the goal of creating a global utility,
certain ideas, like virtual appliances, can be readily
adopted to solve today’s software management problems.

2

Design Concept

Because PCs are hard to use and manage, some have
predicted that appliances will become popular [13].
This section describes how we can borrow ideas from
the design of appliances to improve the manageability and usability of computers.

2.1

Appliances

With the falling cost of computer hardware, specialpurpose appliances abound, e.g. ﬁrewalls, VPN gateways, game consoles, TiVos, and NetApp ﬁlers [7].
While some of these appliances are built out of PC
hardware and run PC operating systems, appliances
differ from PCs in several ways. For one, an appliance does not try to do everything and, as a result, is
easier to use and maintain. The appliance comes with
the software needed to serve its purpose. The appliance maker tests all the software to ensure it works together; on the PC, the user is often mating an application with a version of the operating system or libraries
that it was never tested with. Finally, two appliances
are better isolated than two application installed on
the same operating system, reducing the chance that
the bad behavior of one will harm the other.
There is one more, perhaps most signiﬁcant, difference: appliances, especially networked ones, are
maintained by the makers, not the users. On an appliance, the maker controls all the software and can create correct updates with higher conﬁdence. Networkconnected appliances such as the TiVo download updates periodically to ﬁx bugs, add new features, and
plug security holes. In contrast, on Windows and
Linux, users must initiate software updates; makers
are nervous about breaking a user’s conﬁguration.

with similar software: an ofﬁce suite appliance for
work, and an ofﬁce suite appliance for personal correspondence. A user may wish to bundle multiple
appliances into a single unit. For example, a company might want to make sure that a telecommuter’s
ofﬁce suite appliance is protected by the company’s
ﬁrewall/VPN appliance and audited for break-ins by
an intrusion detection appliance.
By placing proxy appliances at the network ports
of a current appliance, we can roll out new network protocols without modifying currently running
appliances. IPsec can be deployed in an encryption/authentication appliance. A new network ﬁle
system can be deployed with a translator to and from
NFS. The proxies can be implemented at user level as
packet ﬁlters without worrying about deadlocks.
Each appliance is connected to the network and
maintained by the maker. The user extends their environment by getting more appliances. Network protocols can be used to promote sharing between appliances, like network cut-and-paste[11] and shared
network ﬁle systems for user ﬁles.
Still, hardware appliances have their limitations.
Hardware is expensive realtive to software, takes
space, power, generates noise and heat, and must be
physically delivered. An appliance’s hardware can
fail, potentially trapping conﬁguration and user state,
making it hard to recover.

2.3

Virtual Appliances

Many of the limits described in the previous section
can be overcome by making appliances virtual. A virtual appliance is the state of a real appliance (the contents of the appliance’s disks) as well as a description
of the hardware (e.g. two Ethernet adapters, 256mb
RAM, two hard disks, etc.). Since a virtual appliance
is just data, it can be shipped electronically. A virtual
appliance runs in a virtual machine monitor (VMM),
sits on a virtual network, and stores data on virtual
disks or network storage. The virtual appliance talks
over the network to real I/O devices, like displays,
printers, game pads, and keyboards.
Using a virtual machine monitor (VMM), like
VMware GSX server[16], we can run many virtual
2.2 Using Appliances to Structure the appliances on a single computer, spreading the cost,
power, space, and heat over multiple appliances. This
Computing Environment
will make the appliance model affordable for a wider
To gain ease of use and manageability, we can struc- range of applications.
We can run the same software that was on the hardture our computing environments as groups of appliances. A user might have an appliance for each ap- ware appliance. Since the VMM hides differences in
plication he uses today, for example, an AOL appli- the physical hardware, the appliance maker can mainance, an ofﬁce suite appliance, and a video editing tain a small set of device drivers and still have its apappliance. A user may even have multiple appliances pliances run on wide range of hardware. To ease the
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transition to a networked world, the VMM can map
the virtual appliance’s hardware devices and protocols to network devices and protocols. While a virtual
appliance may think that its computer has a hardware
display adapter, the virtual display will actually talk
over the network to a remote display on a thin client.
A virtual appliance may think that it is talking to a
local hard disk, but instead the hard disk is hosted on
a reliable network storage service.

3

Collective: A Network of Hosts
of Virtual Appliances

a challenge since the state of an x86 machine
can be large. Our previous work proposed various optimizations to enable new appliances to
start up quickly, to reduce the amount of trafﬁc needed to update an appliance, and to speed
up the migration of appliance states between
machines[14]. The service plane will also perform optimizations such as load balancing to increase the utilization of hosts in the system.
3. Introspective facilities. Having access to the
state in appliances and running as a separate entity, the Collective can provide introspective services to add features to appliances. For example,
the Collective can examine the state of an executing appliance to detect signs of intrusion[4].
This is superior to implementing intrusion detection in the appliance because the detector itself would have to guard against being compromised. Another example is a general checkpointing facility for error recovery. The Collective can checkpoint the state of an appliance as
it executes so that users can access a prior appliance state should an error occur.

In this section, we describe the Collective architecture. The Collective is a compute utility based on the
concept of appliances. In the Collective system, machines serve as caches of virtual appliances, and the
states of appliances are saved in some persistent data
store.
The Collective software uses the VMware x86 virtual machine to execute, resume, and suspend virtual appliances. There are many advantages to virtualizing the x86 architecture. The machine can run
any virtual appliance that runs on x86 hardware, a de
4. A trusted computing platform. Before we run a
facto standard. It does not require the software to run
job on a machine in the utility, how can we tell
on any particular operating system. Because the opthat the software on the host is not malicious and
erating system is included in the appliance, system
will respect our security and privacy concerns?
administration is performed by the appliance makers,
One option is to ensure the host is running a
not the users. Finally, because the VMware virtual
trusted virtual machine monitor[5], attested to
machine monitor is a commercial product, we can run
by tamper-proof hardware.
experiments on a usable prototype system.
The above sketches our high-level approaches toThe computers that run virtual appliances are
called hosts. To create a utility out of these hosts, the wards providing the properties desired of a utility,
Collective software provides the following additional as described in Section 1. The service plane of the
system migrates appliances efﬁciently to give users
functions:
global access to their computing environment. The
1. Virtual networks of virtual appliances. To im- concept of actively managed virtual appliances replement a network of virtual appliances, not duces the hassles in computing. Openness is achieved
only does the Collective provide a virtual ma- by adopting the x86 architecture interface. Finally,
chine interface, it also virtualizes the network. ideas like TCPA are used to provide some degree of
It uses (1) Ethernet virtual LANs (or VLANs) trust in the infrastructure.
to connect virtual appliances on separate physical hosts, and (2) virtual Ethernet switches on
the same machine to create multiple isolated net- 4 The
Socio-Economic Landworks within a single host.

scape

2. A networked service plane. The Collective provides a “service plane” that automates the management of virtual appliances and hardware resources. The Collective keeps the virtual appliances up to date, replicates them, migrates them
as needed to present the user with the illusion
that he has instantaneous and fast access to all
the latest appliances wherever he goes. This is
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Creating a global utility is an ambitious goal. Not
only are there many technical details to work out,
it is important that economic incentives be in place
to make such a system happen. It is important that
we can stage the development by creating subsystems
that address some of the real problems we face today.
In this way, we can gain valuable experience needed
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to build the ultimate system. In the following, we describe how a subset of the ideas described above can
be used to solve real problems encountered by today’s
computer users both at homes and in the workplace.

4.1

Information Technology for Organizations

Manpower, not hardware cost, dominates the information technology (IT) spending in many large organizations. IT departments provision one system administrator for every 20 to 50 computers.
The Collective will make it easier to deploy and
maintain turnkey solutions for many markets, decreasing the IT staff, and perhaps eliminating it in
many small and medium-sized organizations. Organizations which beneﬁt from unique IT processes or
require special applications will continue to retain an
IT staff, much like they retain one today to deploy
applications and services. For example, an IT department may make a special bundle of appliances for
ﬁnance which is different from the bundle for human
resources. Professors may have a set of appliances
for their research and another set for sharing with students.
The Collective can also ease these IT tasks:
1. Unauthorized applications. The IT department
can provide a set of working, core appliances
ﬁrewalled from the rest of a user’s setup. Even
if a user adds other, unauthorized or untested
appliances, the isolation and ﬁrewalling of the
appliance model should keep the core working,
even though the new appliances may break or
misbehave. If, after experimenting with the appliance in isolation, the appliance turns out to be
useful, the IT department can give it more access
to other core appliances and data or even make
it part of the core.
2. Setting up new offices. We can set up a
new ofﬁce quickly by simply buying the additional hardware and connecting it to the network. Complete appliances from the organization’s headquarters or purchased from thirdparty companies will automatically populate the
machines as employees use their appliances.
3. Administration of branch offices. Some organizations have many branch and sales ofﬁces dispersed geographically. With our architecture,
there is no difference between the employee’s
experience in the headquarters or the branch ofﬁces, because the relevant appliances in all the
ofﬁces are updated automatically.
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4. Relocation and telecommuting. With our architecture, a user can access their running appliances from any machine. The system will
automatically migrate and cache the appliances
to give users fast response. With this feature,
employees can work at home or move between
ofﬁces without worrying about moving ﬁles or
restarting applications.
5. Error and disaster recovery. All of the appliances can be backed up at a remote location
and retrieved if errors are discovered or disaster
strikes. In addition, our system’s introspective
ability can be used to save the active state of an
appliance as it executes. This is useful for recovering from errors not just in the software and
hardware, but also from operator errors.

4.2

Home Users

It is ironic that professionals in enterprises and universities are supported by system administrators,
whereas novice home users are not. How do we expect novice users to know about backups, apply security patches, and run virus detectors and disk defragmenters? We believe that plenty of frustrated
home users will gladly move to an easy-to-use and
maintenance-free collection of virtual appliances.
Instead of buying a PC, consumers would buy a
“universal appliance host” which bundles the x86
processor with a thin layer of software, including a
VMM. User ﬁles will be managed by a storage service, which keeps the user’s data locally and as well
as encrypted backups at a remote site.
We expect that there will be many companies who
specialize in developing attractive easy-to-use virtual
appliances for each market segment. (This model
does not preclude the development of free and personal appliances.) There will be appliances for senior
citizens, novice users, hobbyists of different kinds,
teenage girls, teenage boys, and children of different
ages. Each of these appliances will combine a large
number of software titles, some of which may have
been developed by a third party. There will be more
titles than any individual would typically install on
his machine. Or, if the features in a single appliance
do not sufﬁce, people may run multiple appliances.
Users will rent or subscribe to the appliances; using individual software titles in the appliance may
have additional fees. In return for paying a fee, appliances will be actively maintained and updated by
these companies. The predictable update model provided by the Collective will keep the costs of the service low.
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4.3

Large-Scale Services

nor architectural modiﬁcations, it is possible to scale
up to hundreds of virtual machines on a single
It is interesting to compare the proposed software computer[17].
model with services provided by portals such as AOL
Java provides mobile code in a portable virtual maand Yahoo. These portals give their customers serchine but requires users to rewrite their code in Java
vices such as email, browsing and instant messaging.
and to new interfaces[9]. In contrast, virtualizing usThese services are kept up-to-date; users get the bening a VMM allows us to use the large amounts of
eﬁt of new features such as spam ﬁlters, virus scancode already written to run on today’s hardware platners, and parental control, without having to modforms, including Java.
ify their own machines. And, users can get access to
these services anywhere they go.
Portal computing has its disadvantages. To serve a
large number of clients, portals offer services that are 6 Summary
not too computationally demanding. With a global
utility like the Collective, there can be a continuum By structuring software as a group of networkbetween central portal services and distributed user connected appliances, users will manage software
appliances. Using the Collective, the central service less. With appliances, the maker controls the softcan replicate itself to handle load or improve inter- ware installed on the appliance, allowing the maker
activity. Depending on how state is shared, the ser- to update the software without user intervention and
vice can choose to partition state across the replicas. with predictable results. Users can still extend their
Desktop appliances are the extreme. Since there is environments by adding appliances. Virtualizing aplittle sharing, the service is partitioned to handle only pliances makes them cheaper and more manageable.
one user’s session; the service is placed at the user’s This allows us to apply the appliance concept to more
users and more applications.
computer for good interactivity.
While an end user or small business will likely subToday, data is trapped at the portal, making it
harder to use across portals. For the convenience scribe to appliances that suit their needs and tastes,
of not having to manage software, many users have large companies will continue to have an in-house IT
chosen to entrust their private data to unknown com- department, which will use appliances to manage the
panies that may go under, selling or destroying their company’s computing assets.
data. In the Collective, users will bring their own storA Collective-like global utility enables software to
age to the service.
be replicated, partitioned, and pushed into the network by encapsulating it in appliances, forming a
continuum between central portal services and dis5 Related Work
tributed desktop applications.
Sun’s N1[15], IBM’s “autonomic computing”[1],
Duke’s “Cluster-on-Demand”[12], and HP “utility
data center”[8] all aim to simplify the mapping of
services onto pools of computers, networks, and storage. Grid computing aims to provide a large pool of
computing for scientiﬁc applications[3]. In the Collective, we aim to manage not just web services and
scientiﬁc applications but highly interactive applications that reside today on the desktop.
Goldberg surveyed the ﬁeld of virtual machines[6].
More recently, Disco revitalized interests in virtual machines; a major change from the previous
work had been the development of computer networks and network protocols to share data easily
and quickly between multiple computers[2]. Internet
suspend/resume describes how to use the VMware
VMM to provide user mobility in the wide area[10].
The Collective uses the VMware VMM in the same
fashion to provide user mobility[14]. The Denali
isolation kernel shows that with a couple of mi-
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